
Commuting: The Board Game
By Amalie Kaeseler and Pauline Martyn

- - Rules - - 

About the Game
You must get to work but be careful… Commuting is full of surprises! Manage your resources - time, 
money and energy - and pick your mode of transport carefully, lest you get stuck on the way and lose 
your chance to sit at a desk for 8 hours.

Commuting: The Board Game is a game for one single player (because, let’s face it: commuting is not 
the best time to be sociable), with an expected play time of 10 to 15 minutes per game.

Your goal is to move through the board by rolling a die or flipping a coin, and to get to the WORK space 
before any of your resources (time, money, and energy) fall below 1. The game will regularly chal-
lenge you by making you draw cards, giving you regular choices on how you want to continue your 
journey and manage your resources. You will have the ability to do the occasional free roll and to 
change transport.

Setting-Up the Game

Your box will contain:
➡ A board
➡ A player token
➡ Four sets of cards:

1. Day Cards x 5
2. Taxi Cards x 13
3. Tube Cards x 13
4. Bike Cards x 13

➡ Two dice and two coins:
1. 6-sided die x 1
5. 4-sided die x 1
6. 2-sided Bike Coin (labelled with a 1 and a 2) x 1
7. Luck Coin (labelled with a tick √ and a cross X) x 1

➡ Three resource tokens:
1. A maroon token for time, showing a clock symbol x 1
2. A green token for money, showing a pound sterling symbol x 1
3. A yellow token for energy, showing a lightning bolt x 1

To get started:
‣ Pick a day card from the pile. Look at your day resource numbers and place the resource to-

kens on the resource counters [2: Pay Up] 
‣ Place the dice (the square D6 and the triangular D4) and the Bike Coin (labeled 1/2)  on the 

relevant space on the board [3: Roll!]
‣ Place the player token in the “HOME” space on the board [4: Move]
‣ Place the Lucky Coin (labeled √ /✖️ X) and the transport cards piles (taxi, tube and bike) on 

their relevant spaces on the board [4: Move]
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Playing the Game
Once you have picked-up your day card, to play a turn follow the instructions printed on the board:

Step 1:  Plan Ahead. Which transport will you pick this turn?
The board will give you information on the cost of each form of transport.
All forms of transport cost 1 time per turn to use, and have additional money costs:

• The taxi costs 2 money per turn
• The tube costs 1 money per turn
• The bike is free! Although you still pay 1 time per turn to play. 

Note: once you choose a mode of transport, you are bound to it for the all the following turns until:
‣ A card says otherwise; or 
‣ You pay 1 energy to change

Step 2: Pay Up
You now pay for the costs detailed above by moving the resource tokens on their counters according-
ly. Don’t forget to pay before rolling the die and moving your player token! It’s not like anyone ever 
uses public transport for free. Right?

Step 3: Roll!
Roll the die or flip the coin associated with your transport.

Step 4: Move
Move according to the number shown on the die or coin:

‣ If you fall on a blue space, pick the card relevant to your chosen mode of transport. When 
the card is used, place it back at the bottom of the pile

‣ If you fall on a red space, you may roll again without any further payment (time or money)
‣ If you fall on a white space, nothing happens. Phew!

Step 5: Go Back to Step 1!
You have completed your turn and it’s now time to brave your next stage of commuting. Go back to 
step 1 and repeat steps 1 to 5 until you win or lose the game. 

Winning and Losing the Game
To win…

‣ Get to the WORK space with all your resources (time, money, and energy) at 1 or above
To lose…

‣ Have any of your resources (time, money, and energy) fall under 1. Or get fed-up with com-
muting. It’s ok, we know the feeling.

~Good luck!
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